Blendco Systems

Blendco Systems has been providing innovative detergent solutions to the car wash industry for more than 50 years. Our products include a full line of the highest quality detergents, polishes and protectants and auxiliary car care products, all based on decades of formulating experience. At Blendco, we are dedicated to providing you with the very best in car wash products, to take you where you want to go—putting out cleaner cars faster and easier and improving your bottom line. Blendco is a division of DuBois Chemicals, a leader in sustainable cleaning solutions since 1920.
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## Use Code Index

- **C** – Conveyors
- **IB** – In Bay Automatics
- **SB** – SuperBlend Compatible
- **SS** – Self Serve
  - Reclaim Friendly compatible with most reclaim applications
  - Reclaim Friendly with virtually all reclaim systems
**SuperSat® Products**

- Blendco’s famous custom detergent mixing system blends a range of SuperSat car wash detergents on-site
- Makes a full range of detergents continuously and automatically
- Fully adjustable to meet your needs for cleaning strength, cost and show

### SuperSat® Powders

*SuperSat® Alkaline Powders are used as part of a two-part detergent process. The powder is dissolved in the SuperSat® tank and combined with SuperSat® surfactants to create a finished detergent. The process is fully automated.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1111 | HPH Powder         | C, SS, IB, RF  
HPH is the most popular SuperSat® alkaline powder. HPH delivers extra punch to touchless applications and is recommended for use in all types of friction and touchless wash systems. Available in boxes and pails. |
| 1158 | Total Power        | C, SS, IB, RF  
A revolutionary product for use in the SuperSat system. Contains both the alkaline builder and the surfactant in one box. |
| 1170 | HA Powder          | C, SS, IB, RF  
Contains Blendco exclusive surfactant activators to tackle tough cleaning tasks. Has a higher saturation point than other SuperSat powders to achieve higher SuperSat tank strengths. Helpful in smaller pump direct inject applications. |
| 1611 | Value Line Alkaline Powder | C, SS, IB, RF  
A lower cost alternative to HPH and HA powders. Provides the alkaline builder as the base for detergents. |
| 1173 | Alkaline NP Powder | C, SS, IB, RF  
A non phosphate alternative alkaline powder for use with SuperSat surfactants. Requires special SuperSat tank batch mixer. |

### SuperSat® Liquid Alkaline

*Liquid Alkaline is used as an alternative to powder as part one of a two-part detergent process. Diluted alkaline is combined with SuperSat® surfactants to create a finished detergent. The process is fully automated. SS L.A. is only for use in the SuperSat® L.A. tank or in direct inject applications.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1171 | SuperSat® LA Pro   | C, SS, IB, RF  
A high strength alkaline that has wide application diversity in that it can be used safely and effectively in all types of wash systems. Contains no phosphates. |
| 1172 | SuperSat® LA Advanced | C, SS, IB, RF  
Specifically designed for touchless cleaning applications such as automatics. L.A. Advanced gives extra punch to make up for the short wash cycle. |

1
SuperSat® Liquid Surfactants are used as part two of a two-part detergent process. The liquids combine together with the SuperSat® powder or liquid solution to create a finished detergent. The process is fully automated.

**Tire and Wheel Cleaners**

1117– SS Tire Cleaner with Fragrance  
SS, IB, SB  
A specific blend of surfactants to clean tires and provide engine degreasing. Has a pleasant evergreen scent with a bright yellow color. Safely cleans wheels and tires.  
Reclaim friendly version available- Product #1317

1118– SS Tire and Wheel Cleaner with Fragrance  
SS, SB  
A blend of surfactants and solvents designed to clean wheels while providing a rich orange foam with a pleasant evergreen fragrance.

1107– SS Tire and Wheel  
C  
Specially formulated with solvents and surfactants for tire and wheel cleaning in conveyor applications where dwell time is short. Safe on all wheels and tires.  
Reclaim friendly version available- Product #1307

1144– SS Tire Cleaner HA with Fragrance  
C, IB, SS  
A blend of cleaners and foamers designed for direct inject applications. This product is used with very high alkaline builders- up to 500 drops.

**Presoaks and Detergents**

1104– SS Automatic  
IB, SB  
A presoak designed specifically for in-bay automatics to quickly and safely remove dirt and soil. This product provides a nice green color, high foam and a citrus fragrance and works quickly in touchless applications.  
Reclaim friendly version available- Product #1304

1140– SS Presoak 2000  
IB, SB  
A presoak with a great cherry scent and light pink color that customers will notice in automatic car wash applications. Provides unbeatable touchless cleaning power.

1146– SS Presoak HA with Fragrance  
C, SS, IB, RF  
A concentrated blend of cleaners and foamers specifically designed for direct inject applications. This product is used with very high alkaline builders- up to 500 drops.

1147– Presoak Plus  
C, SS, IB,SB  
A high foaming presoak with a vibrant red color and a pleasant mulberry scent. Designed for direct inject applications.

1126– SS Presoak with Fragrance  
C, SS, IB,SB  
A concentrated blend of cleaners and foamers specifically designed for presoak applications. Contains aggressive surfactants that melt road film, bugs and window haze off the car. Has a pleasant berry scent.  
Reclaim friendly version available- Product #1316

1149 – Deep Soak Presoak  
C, SS, IB  
A unique blend of ultimate wetting surfactants designed for in bay automatics. This presoak has a high foaming formula with a grape scent.

1145– SS Bay Wash Plus with Fragrance  
C, SS, IB  
The highest foaming high pressure soap with a terrific cherry scent. It rinses away more easily than other high foaming products. No other product can offer the cleaning and show Bay Wash Plus offers.  
Reclaim friendly version available- Product #1345

**Foaming Products**

1113– SS Pink Foam Brush  
C, SS, IB  
Provides a thick, pink foam with a pleasant citrus scent.

1106– SS Foam Brush  
C, SS, IB, SB  
High foaming brush detergent for operators who do not want a colored foam. Has a pleasant citrus scent.

1109– SS Tricolor Foam Brush (Red, Yellow, Blue)  
C, SS, SB  
Brings extra excitement to the foam brush wash function with thick foam and vibrant red, yellow and blue colors. Can be used as a single color or with specialized tricolor foam dispensing equipment. Has a pleasant citrus scent.

1174–SS Foam N Shine (Red, Yellow, Blue)  
C, SS, IB  
Creates a rich foam with high performance cleaning and a rich cherry scent. Delivers excellent lubrication to brushes!
Specialty Products
1148– SS Bug Remover with Fragrance
C, SS, SB, RF
Softens bugs on the vehicle for ease of removal with high pressure rinse. Has a pleasant grape fragrance. Can also be used as a very effective presoak.

SuperSat® Direct Inject Surfactants
SuperSat Direct Inject Surfactants are used as part two of a two-part detergent process. These surfactants combine with SuperSat Liquid Alkaline without the dilution tank to create a finished detergent. These surfactants allow direct contact with super high alkaline solutions (up to 1800 drops).

1537– SS Presoak D.I.
C, SS, IB, RF
A cherry-scented concentrated blend of cleaners and foamers specifically designed for presoak applications. Contains aggressive surfactants which melt road film, bugs and window haze off the car. Provides excellent film breaking action without using brushes.

1536– SS Tire and Wheel D.I.
C, SS, IB, RF
Provides excellent hang time while cleaning stubborn oily soils on tires. Safe on all wheels. Has a piña colada fragrance.

1538– SS Bay Wash D.I.
C, SS, IB, RF
For use in high pressure wash applications. A unique blend of surfactants, wetting agents and foamers cleans cars thoroughly with a terrific cherry scent and strong foaming action.

1535– SS Foam Lube D.I.
SS, C, IB, RF
Delivers extra lubrication to brushes in touch automatic car washes to reduce noise of friction. Provides pink foam and has a pleasant grape fragrance.

Red Rhino® Products

- Blendco’s full range of polishes, protectants and conditioners
- Vibrant tricolor foaming products
- Lightning fast drying agents
- RR wax products contain the best modern synthetic & natural waxes

Total Car Protectants
1002– Durashield®
C, SS, IB
Breakthrough total car protectant with polymer film technology and Body Armor® additive to bond longer and stronger to the car’s surface. Pleasant lemon fragrance.

1695– Durashield® Plus
C, SS, IB
Total car protectant with all of the properties of Durashield plus a stronger fragrance and creamier profile to give a richer, foamer visual.

Clearcoat Protectants
1505– Supershield®
C, SS, IB
A powerful protectant containing Body Armor® additive. Provides a remarkable long lasting shine and a pleasant grape scent.

1086– Rhino Sheen Clearcoat Protectant
C, SS, IB
A very high quality protectant that outshines and outlasts other clearcoat protectants. Has a rich piña colada scent.

1006– Blue Clearcoat Protectant
C, SS, IB
High quality clearcoat protectant. Versatile for many applications providing medium to high blue foam and a nice bubble gum fragrance.

1040– Bubble Gum Wax
C, SS, IB
High foaming spray polish with a pleasant bubble gum scent and high beading.

1080– Cherry Spray Wax
C, SS, IB
High quality wax with a pleasant cherry scent and a small amount of foam. Provides high beading and good gloss.
**1092– Rhino Shield**  
C, SS, IB, RF  
A high quality protectant and polish specially formulated for water reclaim systems. Provides medium foam and a mulberry scent.

**Drying Agents**  
1508– Cool Dry  
C, IB  
Premium clearcoat and/or drying agent for use in final rinse arches. Instantly forms very small beads of water. Has a pleasant cherry scent. Can be used as a spray wax as well when used at higher concentrations.

1085– Rhino Sheen Drying Agent  
C, SS, IB  
This unique drying agent provides top of the line drying performance by creating the perfect water bead for fast and complete drying.

1091– Rhino Dry  
C, IB, RF  
Fast acting drying agent specially formulated for water reclaim systems.

1081– Lightning Dry  
C, IB, RF  
Our most cost effective drying agent for fast and complete drying.

**Wheel Protectants**  
1510– Rhino Guard  
C  
Wheel protectant containing Body Armor® additive to bond longer to wheels to prevent brake dust buildup and keep wheels clean and shiny.

**Foaming Products, Protectants and Conditioners**  
1509– Hot Wax with Carnauba  
C, SS, IB  
A high foaming polish with carnauba wax to give cars a hand waxed softness and shine. Provides exceptional foam and show with a pleasant piña colada fragrance. Is ideal for foaming wax arches.

1514– Color Coat Carnauba (Red, Yellow, Blue)  
C, SS, IB  
A high foaming, brightly colored polish with carnauba wax to provide cars with a durable soft and shiny surface. The vibrant red, yellow and blue colors and rich foam make for an exceptional show while providing great protection for the vehicle’s surface. Ideal for splatter guns.

1031– Color Coat (Red, Yellow, Blue)  
C, SS, IB, RF  
High quality tricolor polish with rich foaming and wax properties. Delivers vibrant color and a pleasant berry scent for the ultimate in show. Ideal for splatter guns or any tricolor application.

1022– Fraga Foam (Red, Yellow, Blue)  
C, IB, RF  
A fragrance tricolor foaming conditioner for use in any tricolor application requiring rich suds. Has a sweet berry fragrance and conditioning properties.

1084– Fraga Foam Plus (Red, Yellow, Blue)  
C, IB, RF  
Low pH fragrance tricolor foaming conditioner with a pleasant fruity fragrance.

1030– Foam Coat  
C, SS, IB, RF  
A cherry scented spray conditioner that provides ultra high pink foam. Ideal for in bay automatics for a foaming conditioner step or a high foaming self service application.

1035– Spectrum Tricolor Foam Brush (Red, Yellow, Blue)  
SS  
Vibrant, economical foam brush in three color options. Recommended for use in Blendco’s tricolor equipment system. Has a pleasant cherry scent.

1683– Rhino Foam Extreme (Red, Yellow, Blue)  
C, IB, SB  
Our most cost effective, vibrant tricolor foam. Delivers outstanding foam, color and cleaning with a fresh cherry scent.

1095– Rhino Foam ExPlus (Red, Yellow, Blue)  
C, IB, SB, RF  
Low pH tricolor foaming conditioner with an extra boost for better performance. Designed to deliver the strongest colors and richest foam with a fruity fragrance.

1557– Molten Shine (Green, Orange, Purple)  
C  
High foaming, low pH cleaner intended for early application in tunnels. Recommended for use in foaming arches early in the wash cycle.
Alkaline Powder
1411– TV Alkaline Powder
C, RF.
SuperSat®-based tunnel formulation delivers strong cleaning power that rinses easily for a spot free car. Combines with Tunnel Vision® liquid surfactants to create custom tunnel detergents.

Presoaks and Detergents
1420– TV Prep Soap
C, RF
Get a good jump on cleaning with TV Prep Soap. Provides good foaming through high pressure guns.

1440– TV Presoak
C, RF
Apply with TV Alkaline Powder to break soils free. Is compatible with direct inject systems and provides a pleasant mulberry fragrance and a nice foaming show from the presoak arch.

1445– TV Body Shine Presoak
C, RF
Low pH presoak shines chrome and glass. Absolutely no hydrofluoric acid or HF precursors used—ever!

1450– TV Mitter Lube (Blue)
C, RF
Provides vehicle cleaning while providing needed lubricity to mitters and wraps to resist dragging, squeaking and grabbing.

1455– TV Low pH Mitter Lube
C, RF
Low pH version of Mitter Lube provides the benefits of a low pH detergent and helps improve rinsing and drying.

Tire and Wheel Cleaners
1430– TV Wheel Cleaner
C, RF
Simply the best alkaline wheel cleaner on the market. Apply at high alkalinity with TV Alkaline Powder to put a like-new shine back on wheels. Has a lemon fragrance.

Drying Agents
1480– TV Drying Agent
C
Provides top of the line drying performance by creating the perfect water bead for fast and complete drying.

1481– TV Drying Agent Gen II
C
Is highly concentrated and gives an instantaneous water break. Water sheets off the car quickly for a drier end result. Contains a proprietary polymer and sheeting agent which Blendco discovered, that gives the product superior performance at the wash!

Tire Dressings
1493– TV Tire Gloss (Water-based)
C, RF
Improved water-based tire shine and protectant that, when applied to wet tires, imparts a high gloss and “wet” look on tires. Has great coverage, low sling and is fast drying and durable.

1491– TV WB2 Tire Gloss
C
High performing water-based tire gloss, with a thicker viscosity, designed for use in specific application equipment.

1555– TV Tire Gloss (Solvent-based)
C, IB
Solvent-based tire shine and protectant that provides long lasting shine and protection with even application and no sling.

1488– TV SB2 Tire Gloss
C, IB
A solvent-based tire shine and protectant that provides long lasting shine and protection with even application and no sling. This thinner formula is ideal for spray applications.
**Specialty Products**

**1470– TV Bug Remover**  
C, RF  
For use in low pressure bug remover applications. Provides a unique blend of ultimate wetting surfactants to soften bugs for easy removal.

**1490– TV Undercarriage Treatment**  
C, RF  
Undercarriage wash and rust inhibitor for conveyors.

**1475– TV Underbody Armor**  
C  
Provides a layer of protection to the undercarriage of the vehicle to prevent damaging rust and buildup.

**1497– TV Towel Detergent**  
Improved concentrated, biodegradable, all purpose laundry detergent for use in all washing machines. Ideal for washing towels.

**1498– TV Window Vision**  
C, RF  
A unique glass cleaner used by infusing towels after the laundry wash cycle. The towels are then ready to clean windows directly out of the washer with no extra window cleaner needed. Saves time & product.

**1495– TV Glass Cleaner**  
RF  
Non-streaking, ammonia-free glass cleaner concentrate.

**SuperScent Fragrances can be used to boost or add fragrance to other surfactant products!**

**1542– SuperScent Spearmint Fragrance**  
C, RF  
Concentrated Spearmint fragrance additive to be used online in the tunnel to enhance the wash experience. Can also be added to virtually any car wash chemical to enhance fragrance and foam or used as a Prep Soap.

**1543– SuperScent Green Tea Fragrance**  
C, RF  
Concentrated Green tea fragrance additive to be used online in the tunnel to enhance the wash experience. Can also be added to virtually any car wash chemical, sprayed inside the vehicle for a lasting scent or used as a Prep Soap.

**1544– SuperScent Piña Colada Fragrance**  
C, RF  
Concentrated Piña Colada fragrance additive to be used online in the tunnel to enhance the wash experience. Can also be added to virtually any car wash chemical, the vehicle for a lasting scent or used as a Prep Soap.

---

**Formulated Products**

- Liquid formulated products for every step of the wash
- Alkaline and acid detergents
- Products for self serve, in bay automatics touchless and friction tunnel applications
- Auxiliary products including vinyl, tire dressings, glass cleaners and more

---

**Presoaks and Detergents**

**1572– Rhino Stomp**  
C, IB  
A very strong, non phosphate liquid alkaline detergent. This product is used in two-step processes in automatic and full serve car washes and can be used in prep soap, high pressure detergent and wheel cleaning applications in addition to presoak applications.

**1057– Rhino Charge**  
C, SS, IB, RF  
High quality, strong alkaline liquid presoak formulated for superior performance. Performs with the best formulated liquids on the market.

**1061– Lightning Brite**  
C, IB  
High strength acid presoak. Removes mineral deposits that can dull the chrome, glass and painted surfaces of cars.

**1512– Rhino Brite**  
C, IB, SB  
Super strong, acid presoak for use in two-step processes. This high foaming, easy rinsing formula is great for removing window mask and giving cars a shiny “pop.”

**1570– Rhino Brite Plus**  
C, IB, SB  
Our strongest phosphoric acid-based presoak. This mixture of acids is to be used in two-step processes in automatic and full serve car washes.
1513– Rhino Brite XF
C, IB
Has similar cleaning properties as Rhino Brite with extra acid power for a best in class wheel cleaner. Excellent for removing window mask and brake dust.

1511– Rhino Brite Triple X *
C, IB
Our strongest low pH presoak. Excellent for removing the toughest road film, window mask and brake dust. Fast acting and high foaming.

1691– Rockin’ Rhino Low pH Presoak
C, IB, SB
A low pH presoak that is ideal as step one in two-step cleaning. Has vibrant red foam.

1559– Mag Buster
C, SS, IB, RF
An alkaline compound with salt specific surfactants and surfactant blends specifically designed to effectively remove harsh road films from deicers based on magnesium chloride as well as other road salts.

1571– Super Suds
SS
A thick, rich, formulated foam brush detergent that produces a copious creamy foam.

1008– SuperBrush
SS, SB
High foaming brush detergent with powerful cleaners added for self service car washes. Good cleaning and lots of foam to satisfy the customer.

1562– HD Power Clean Concentrate
RF
A heavy duty pressure washer cleaner and degreaser for industrial applications such as cleaning and degreasing of heavy equipment. The high foaming formula is ideal for cutting through greasy and oily soils in particular. It is compatible in heated and non heated pressure washers.

Foam Products
1028– Never Freeze
SS
Pre-formulated anti-freeze foam brush for winter use. Also available in red, yellow and blue with various fragrances as product 1032.

1524– Wheel Brite
C, IB, RF
An extra heavy duty, concentrated, acid-based wheel cleaner formulated for unsurpassed cleaning of brake dust and heavy road film from wheels.

Specialty Products
1556– Wall Brite *
RF
An outstanding acid wall cleaner designed to clean glazed ceramic tile, painted and protected brick and cinder block and FRP walls and surfaces.

1558– Renew Wall *
RF
An extra heavy duty, concentrated, acid-based wall cleaner formulated to clean glazed ceramic tile, painted and protected brick and cinder block and FRP walls and surfaces.

1026– Misty Fresh Oil Base
C, SS, RF
A ready-to-use, oil based fragrance for use in refreshing the interior of motor vehicles. Product slowly evaporates and releases the fragrance over a long period of time. Choose from a wide variety of scents including Piña Colada, Cherry, New Car, Lemon, Baby Powder and Watermelon.

1037– Misty Fresh Spot Remover
C, SS, RF
High performance spot remover with a fresh berry scent. Winter formula also available (Product Code: 1041).

1036– Misty Fresh Shampoo
C, SS, RF
High performance auto carpet shampoo with a fresh berry scent. Winter formula also available (Product Code: 1043).

1059– Rhino Hide
C
Water based interior vinyl dressing that is long lasting and formulated safe for use on all vinyl surfaces. Has a rich leather fragrance and is fast drying.

1070– Snap All Purpose Cleaner
RF
Concentrated all-purpose hard surface cleaner.

1087– Auto Carpet Shampoo
C, SS
Carpet shampoo for automatic dispensing machines. The high dry foam resists mildew and the surfactants prevent resoiling.
1083 – Diamond Magic Tire Shine Dressing
SS
Solvent-based tire shine and protectant. Delivers high shine with its unique blend of real diamond dust and silicone technology. Part of the Blendco Diamond Magic Tire Shine System.

1564 – "It's-A-Wrap"
C
High quality, extremely effective wrap cleaner and restorer. Easy to use & ready to use!

1563 – Cleaner and Greener Hydraulic Fluid
C, RF
A water glycol hydraulic fluid designed to meet the demands of today’s modern, high-performance hydraulic systems. The water-based formula delivers improved lubricity and sheer stability and provides superior corrosion protection. Avoids difficult clean ups from catastrophic leaks, associated with oil-based fluids.
* This product contains a harsh acid ingredient which requires caution and all employees handling are recommended to receive hazard handling instructions.

SuperBlend® Products

- Manufacture a line of high quality detergents and protectants at catalog prices using our SuperBlend concentrates
- Blend at your location, using the SuperBlend System
- Reduces freight, storage and handling costs

Alkaline Concentrates
1669 - SB Alkaline
SB
High quality, super concentrated high alkaline liquid for use in the SuperBlend System only. To be blended with SuperBlend surfactants to make formulated concentrated products with the same Blendco chemistry and quality for unparalleled results.

Presoaks and Detergents
1677 - SB Purple PreSoak Concentrate
SB
High quality, super concentrated presoak with grape scent and rich purple foam for use with SuperBlend System only.

1675 - SB Low PH Presoak Concentrate
SB
High quality, super concentrated, high strength acid presoak for use in the SuperBlend System only.

1678 - SB HP Cream-Orange Concentrate
SB
High quality, super concentrated presoak with an orange scent for use in the SuperBlend System only.

Conditioners and Protectants
1672 - SB Clearcoat Protectant Concentrate
SB
High quality, super concentrated, cherry scented clearcoat protectant for use in the SuperBlend System only. Outshines and outlasts other clearcoat protectants.

1674 - SB Foam & Conditioner B,R,Y, Concentrate
SB
High quality, super concentrated tricolor foam conditioner for use in any tricolor application. Thick, brilliant color foam with cherry fragrance.

1671 - SB Total Car Protectant Concentrate
SB
High quality, super concentrated, lemon scented total car protectant for use in the SuperBlend System only. Results in a strong bond to the entire car surface with excellent protection.

Drying Agents
1673 - SB Drying Agent
SB
High quality, super concentrated drying agent for use in the SuperBlend System only. Blends provide top of the line drying performance by providing the perfect water bead for fast and complete drying.
Detergents and Protectants

1850-Total Car Protectant
C, SS, IB
A total car protectant with UV protection, that bonds fully with glass, chrome, rubber, plastic and paint.

1851-Clearcoat Protectant
C, SS, IB
The latest in polymeric protection, a technology that outshines other clearcoat protectants.

1852-Carnauba Wax (Red, Yellow, Blue)
C, SS, IB
A tricolor conditioner and wax all in one. Infused with Carnauba Wax for long lasting shine, softness and protection.

1853-Undercarriage Protectant
C, IB
Designed to clean and protect your car's undercarriage from rust, dirt, salt and grime.

1855-Hot Wax with Carnauba
C, SS, IB
Y
A high foaming polish infused with carnauba wax to give vehicles an exceptional hand waxed softness & long lasting shine. Provides exceptional show with an enjoyable Pina Coada scent. Ideal for foaming arches!

1855-Molten Bath (Pink, Yellow, Blue, White)
C, SS, IB
A foamy presoak concentrate to kick off the the 4 step process. Can be used as is or combine with Blendco alkaline for high pH presoak. Pleasant grape scent

1856-Molten Bright (Pink, Yellow, Blue, White)
C, SS, IB
A high foam low pH detergent that is formulated to clean and prepare the car's surface for a deep final shine.

1857-Molten Cure (Blue)
C, IB
Builds off the Molten Bath & Bright chemistries and "cures" the vehicle's surface for twice the durability of the final clearcoat protectant. This is Blendco innovation at its finest!

1858-Molten Seal
C, IB, SS
The next generation of durable & functional clearcoat protection. Has a proprietary "pop" ingredient that makes each vehicle bright & shiny beyond any other industry product. Pleasant berry scent.

Towelettes

S8993-Glass Cleaner Towelettes
Our pre-moistened towels remove film, haze, smears and smoke for driving with no glare. Superior performance! Each packet contain (2) premium cloth towels. Sold in cases of (200) packs.
SuperClear® Products

- Used in conjunction with the patent-pending SuperClear® System to treat reclaimed water and make suitable for reuse
- Includes odor control to remove odors typically found in reclaimed water
- Results in exceptionally clean reclaimed water

1710– Combine 100
A proprietary coagulant designed to pull soils together in the reaction tank and prepare them for ultimate removal from the system. Specially designed to improve drying of vehicles compared to any other coagulant chemistry.

1720– Drop Out 200
A proprietary flocculant designed to drop out soils from an aqueous solution. Pulls dirt particles to the bottom of the reaction tank for removal from the system.

1730– Odor Gone 300
Proprietary odor control and eliminator designed to be misted or atomized to completely remove the H2S rotten egg smell and other odors.

1740– Defoamer 400
A proprietary defoamer designed to eliminate foam formation or to break existing foam in the Reaction Tank.

Pet Wash Products

- Formulated with biodegradable ingredients and no harsh chemicals
- pH-balanced for sensitive skin
- Ideal for self serve pet washes

Pet Wash Shampoos and Conditioners

1401– Flea and Tick Pet Shampoo
Natural remedy for flea and tick relief with a pleasant lemon scent.

1403– Cream Rinse
Prevents tangles and imparts a high sheen with a piña colada scent.

1404– Tearless Pet Shampoo
Clean rinsing shampoo that is gentle on eyes. Adds shine and luster and has a great watermelon scent.

1405– Oatmeal Pet Shampoo
Mild shampoo relieves dry, itchy skin and has a pleasant watermelon scent.

Pet Wash Cleaners
1406– Cleaner and Deodorizer
This neutral pH detergent cleans and deodorizes hard surfaces in contact with household pets, specifically pet wash stations, floors, walls, kennels and cages.
Premium Self Serve Products

- Fully formulated concentrates
- Provides superior cleaning and show

Presoaks and Detergents

1580– Premium Self Serve Presoak
SS, SB, RF
High quality, liquid alkaline presoak with a bright pink color and pleasant berry scent. Melts road film, bugs and window haze off car.

1581– Premium Self Serve High Pressure Detergent
SS
Liquid alkaline high pressure detergent that provides great cleaning and rich suds. Has a pleasant lemon scent.

1582– Premium Self Serve Tire and Engine
SS
This high foaming concentrated tire and engine cleaner safely cleans tires and wheels and provides engine degreasing. Has a fluorescent yellow color and a great mulberry scent.

1583– Premium Self Serve Foam Brush (Red, Blue)
SS
Brings extra excitement to the foam brush wash function with vibrant red and blue colors and a wonderful cherry scent.

Premium Reclaim Friendly Products

- Readily rinseable to minimize freshwater usage and spotting
- Environmentally friendly - Readily biodegradable
- Ideal for biological reclaim systems and for all systems to reduce odors, COD and TDS levels & spotting
- Reclaim friendly with virtually all reclaim systems

Detergents and Protectants

1355-Low PH Mitter Lube RF
C, RF
Acidic mitter lube. Readily biodegradable and rinseable and helps to improve drying.

1312-Rhino Brite RF
C, IB, RF
Strong acid presoak. Readily biodegradable, high foaming and easy rinsing. Great for removing window mask. Shines chrome and glass.

1372-LA RF
C, SS, IB, RF
A high strength, liquid alkaline builder. Helps to keep total solids levels down. It is easily rinseable and is readily biodegradable. Contains no phosphates. Has low corrosivity - our least corrosive alkaline.

1386-Rhino Sheen Clearcoat Protectant RF
C, SS, IB, RF
Readily biodegradable protectant. Very high quality protectant that outshines other clearcoat protectants. Contains no mineral seal oil. When used at low concentrates, can be used as a drying agent. Pleasant Piña Colada scent.
Locations and Contact Information

**Blendco Systems**
Bristol, PA
R&D/Distribution Center
800-446-2091
blendco.com

**DuBois Chemicals**
Sharonville, OH
Headquarters-Manufacturing/Distribution Center
800-438-2647
duboischemicals.com

All our products are proudly made in the U.S.A.